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Abstract 

Background: Heat shock proteins (HSPs) are overexpressed in human hepatocellular carcinoma 
(HCC) tissue and correlate with aggressiveness and prognosis of HCC. 
Methods: Using the GSE14520 microarray expression profile from Gene Expression Omnibus, 
we compared HSP gene expression between tumour and non-tumour tissues and correlated this 
with outcomes in HCC patients. 
Results: We analysed 220 hepatitis B virus (HBV)-related HCC patients and 25 HSPs in this study. 
With the exception of HSPA4L, HSPA12A and HSPB8, members of the HSP family, including 
HSPH1, HSPBP1, HSPA1A, HSPA1B, HSPA1L, HSPA2, HSPA4, HSPA5, HSPA8, HSPA9, HSPAA1, 
HSPAB1, HSPA14, HSPB11, HSPA13, HSP90B1 and HSPBAP1, were all overexpressed in tumour 
tissues (all P < 0.001). In contrast, HSPB6, HSPB7, HSPA6, HSPB2 and HSPB3 were upregulated in 
non-tumour tissues (all P < 0.001). Multivariate analysis showed that cirrhosis (HR = 5.282, 95% CI 
= 1.294–21.555, P = 0.02), Barcelona Clinic liver cancer (BCLC) staging (HR = 2.151, 95% CI = 
1.682–2.750, P < 0.001), HSPA12A (HR = 1.042, 95% CI = 1.003–1.082, P = 0.033) and HSP90B1 
(HR = 1.001, 95% CI = 1.000–1.001, P = 0.011) were negatively associated with survival of 
HBV-related HCC patients. Furthermore, advanced BCLC staging (HR = 1.797, 95% CI = 
1.439–2.244, P < 0.001) was also associated with earlier recurrence of HCC. The high expression 
of HSPA4 (HR = 1.002, 95% CI = 1.000–1.004, P = 0.019), HSPA5 (HR = 1.0, 95% CI = 1.0–1.0, P 
= 0.046) and HSPA6 (HR = 1.008, 95% CI = 1.001–1.015, P = 0.021) was similarly associated with 
HCC recurrence. 
Conclusions: The expression of most HSPs was higher in tumour tissues than in non-tumour 
tissues. High BCLC staging scores, advanced cirrhosis and the overexpression of HSPA12A and 
HSP90B1 might be associated with poor survival from HCC, whereas high levels of HSPA4, HSPA5 
and HSPA6 might be associated with earlier recurrence of HCC. 

Key words: heat shock proteins; carcinoma, hepatocellular; survival; recurrence; BCLC stage; cirrhosis; 
HSPA12A; HSP90B1; HSPA4; HSPA5; HSPA6; HSP70. 
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Introduction 
Globally, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the 

most common primary liver cancer, the fifth most 
common cancer and the third most common cause of 
cancer-related deaths [1,2]. Owing to changes in the 
prevalence of the two major risk factors, hepatitis B 
virus (HBV) and hepatitis C virus, its overall inci-
dence remains alarmingly high in the developing 
world and is steadily rising across most of the devel-
oped world. Currently, there are an estimated 300 
million carriers of HBV in the world, and as many as 
25% may develop HCC [3,4]. The widespread search 
for effective biomarkers of HCC using promising 
novel proteomic techniques is hoped to lead to earlier 
diagnosis and improve prognosis by allowing earlier 
intervention. 

Heat shock proteins (HSPs) are ubiquitous mol-
ecules within cells that act as molecular chaperones in 
conditions of stress, including carcinogenesis. As 
apoptosis inhibitors, HSPs are overexpressed in hu-
man HCC tissues and correlate with its aggressive-
ness and prognosis [5]. Previous studies have found 
that a set of highly abundant HSPs on the cell surface 
of tumours, including HSP60, HSP70, HSP90 and 
HSP27. An increase in intracellular concentrations of 
HSPs is closely related to the genesis and develop-
ment of HCC and is a useful marker of progression 
and aggravation of HCC [5-8]. There is good correla-
tion between the expression of HSPs and the re-
sistance of cancer cells to chemotherapy. The inhibi-
tion of HSP90, HSP70 and/or HSP27 is thus emerging 
as a novel strategy for cancer therapy. For example, 
HSPs can be included in vaccination protocols, due to 
their function as chaperones of peptide antigens [9, 
10]. 

An investigation of protein expression profiles 
for 67 HCC cases and 12 healthy subjects by Luk et al. 
found that HSP70, HSP27 and a glucose-regulated 
protein (GRP78) were overexpressed in HCC tissues. 
The expression of HSP27 correlated with AFP levels 
whereas upregulation of GRP78 was associated with 
tumour venous infiltration, although the association 
of HSP70 with any pathologic features was not sig-
nificant [11]. On the other hand, a review by Qin et al. 
concluded that HSP70 was closely related to several 
pathological parameters associated with tumour pro-
gression, indicating that HSP70 overexpression is not 
only a marker of hepatocarcinogensis but also a 
marker of tumour progression and tumour cell pro-
liferation [3, 12]. 

Based on the vital role of HSPs in HCC and con-
troversies in the reported data, further analysis to 
clarify this relationship between HSPs and HCC 
prognosis is urgently needed. This study set out to 

define the relationships between HSPs and outcomes 
in HBV-related HCC patients, in the hope that the 
data may provide novel biomarker candidates as well 
as useful insights into the pathogenesis and progres-
sion of HCC. 

Methods 
Patients 

A total of 247 patients with HCC were identified. 
Data on HSP gene expression could not be obtained 
for 22 of these and a further 5 had insufficient clinical 
outcome data available, leading to 220 patients being 
included in the analysis. Cases consisted of patients 
with a history of hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection or 
HBV-related liver cirrhosis; the diagnosis of HCC was 
made in all cases by two independent pathologists 
who had detailed information on clinical presentation 
and pathological characteristics. 

All liver tissue was obtained with informed 
consent from patients who underwent radical resec-
tion between 2002 and 2003 at the Liver Cancer Insti-
tute and Zhongshan Hospital (Fudan University). The 
study was approved by the Institutional Review 
Board of the participating institutes [13]. All partici-
pants provided written informed consent, as reported 
by Roessler et al. [13, 14]. 

Source of data 
We extracted the GSE14520 microarray expres-

sion profile from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO, 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) database. Tu-
mour sample and microarray processing were re-
ported by Roessler et al. [13, 14] and are available at 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?ac
c=GSE14520. HSP gene expression levels were calcu-
lated using the matchprobes package in the R pro-
gramming environment and the log2 RMA-calculated 
signal intensity was reported. Details of the experi-
ment protocols and data processing are available at 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?ac
c=GSM362949. We restricted our search to genes 
within the HSP family, and 25 HSPs were included in 
our analysis. 

End points 
The primary outcome of overall survival was 

defined as the time from surgery to death from any 
disease. The secondary outcome of HCC recurrence 
was defined by: (1) new lesions found in the CT or 
MRI scans and (2) an abnormal alpha-fetoprotein 
(AFP) value with a cut-off of 300 ng/ml; including 
instances when the high pretreatment AFP value did 
not decrease to a normal level or increased again after 
becoming normal. 
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Statistical analysis 
Parametric data were expressed as mean ± 

standard deviation (SD) or median values. The Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov test was used as a test of normali-
ty. Student’s t-test was used to compare means for 
normally distributed continuous data, the 
Mann–Whitney U-test was used for non-normally 
distributed continuous data and the Chi-squared test 
was used for categorical variables. Factors associated 
with the outcomes were assessed by univariate anal-
ysis and multivariate analysis using Cox regression. 
Only covariates significantly associated with out-
comes according to the univariate analysis (two-sided 
P-value <0.10) are shown and included in the multi-
variate model. Results were reported as hazard ratios 
(HR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI). The 
Kaplan–Meier method was used to compare overall 
survival between different groups, and the log-rank 
test was used to estimate the difference in survival. 
Statistical analyses were performed using PASW Sta-
tistics software version 18.0 from SPSS Inc. (Chicago, 
IL, USA). All statistical tests were two-tailed, and 
differences with P < 0.05 were considered statistically 
significant. 

Results 
Patient characteristics 

As shown in Table 1, of the 220 patients, there 
were 190 males and 30 females with a mean age of 
50.8±10.6 years. There were 56 patients with evidence 
of active viral replication, 155 patients were chronic 
carriers and no information was available for 9 pa-
tients. There were 91 patients with an alanine ami-
notransferase level over 50 U/L and 80 patients with a 
main tumour size over 5 cm. There were 44 patients 
with multinodular tumours and 202 patients with a 
history of cirrhosis. There were 99 patients with an 
alpha-fetoprotein level more than 300 ng/ml. There 
were 93 patients with a TNM staging I, 77 with 
TNM-II, 48 with TNM-III and 2 with no information 
available. Most patients obtained Barcelona Clinic 
liver cancer (BCLC) staging A (148/220). There were 
97 patients with Cancer of the Liver Italian Program 
(CLIP) staging 0, 74 with CLIP staging 1, 34 with CLIP 
staging 2, 9 with CLIP staging 3, 3 with CLIP staging 
4, 1 with CLIP staging 5 and no information was 
available for 2 patients. 

HSP expression levels 
HSP expression levels between tumour and 

non-tumour tissues from HCC patients are shown in 
Table 2. HSPA4L, HSPA12A and HSPB8 were simi-
larly expressed between tumour tissues and 
non-tumour tissues from HCC patients (P = 0.620, 

0.895 and 0.168, respectively). With the exception of 
HSPA4L, HSPA12A and HSPB8, members of the HSP 
family, including HSPH1, HSPBP1, HSPA1A, 
HSPA1B, HSPA1L, HSPA2, HSPA4, HSPA5, HSPA8, 
HSPA9, HSPAA1, HSPAB1, HSPA14, HSPB11, 
HSPA13, HSP90B1 and HSPBAP1 were all overex-
pressed in tumour tissues (all P < 0.001). In contrast, 
HSPB6, HSPB7, HSPA6, HSPB2 and HSPB3 were 
more highly expressed in non-tumour tissues com-
pared with tumour tissues from HCC patients (all P < 
0.001). 

 

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of hepatocellular carcinoma 
patients. 

Category n / mean±SD 
Gender (male/female) 190/30 
Age (years) 50.8±10.6 
HBV viral status (AVR-CC/no/NA) 56/155/9 
Alanine aminotransferase (>50/<50/NA), U/L 91/129/0 
Main tumour size (>5/<5/NA), cm 80/139/1 
Multinodular (yes/no/NA) 44/176/0 
Cirrhosis (yes/no/NA) 202/18/0 
TNM staging (I/II/III/NA) 93/77/48/2 
BCLC staging (0/A/B/C/NA) 20/148/22/28/2 
CLIP staging (0/1/2/3/4/5/NA) 97/74/34/9/3/1/2 
Alpha-fetoprotein (>300/<300/NA), ng/ml 99/119/2 
NA, not available; AVR-CC, active viral replication chronic carrier. 

 

Factors associated with survival in HCC 
All characteristics and HSPs included in the 

analysis are summarised in Table 3. Univariate analy-
sis showed that main tumour size over 5 cm, mul-
tinodular tumours, cirrhosis, TNM staging, BCLC 
staging, CLIP staging, AFP level and tumour tissue 
HSPs (HSPA12A, HSPA1A, HSPA1B, HSPA5, 
HSP90AB1, HSPA14, HSPB11 and HSP90B1) were all 
factors associated with overall survival in HCC pa-
tients (all P < 0.10). When these factors were evaluated 
by a multivariate model using forward selection, cir-
rhosis and BCLC staging were significantly associated 
with survival (HR = 5.282, 95% CI = 1.294–21.555, P = 
0.020 and HR = 2.151, 95% CI = 1.682–2.750, P < 0.001, 
respectively) and HSPA12A and HSP90B1 were neg-
atively associated with survival of HCC patients (HR 
= 1.042, 95% CI = 1.003–1.082, P = 0.033 and HR = 
1.001, 95% CI = 1.000–1.003, P = 0.011, respectively). 

We performed a Kaplan–Meier event analysis, 
grouping those factors identified to be significantly 
associated with survival as presented above. As 
shown in Figure 1. This revealed that the higher the 
BCLC staging, the greater the risk of death (mean 
survival time = 64.57, 52.49, 38.21 and 24.47 months 
according to BCLC staging 0, A, B and C, respectively; 
log rank P < 0.001, Figure 1A). Cirrhosis also nega-
tively impacted on survival (mean survival time cir-
rhosis = 47.82 and no cirrhosis= 63.82 months, respec-
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tively; log rank P = 0.019, Figure 1B). For HSPA12A 
and HSP90B1, we grouped by median expression into 
a low expression group and a high expression group. 
With a median cut-off of 11.88, high expression of 
HSPA12A contributed to poorer overall survival in 
HCC patients (mean survival time high = 45.52 and 

low = 52.11 months, respectively; log rank P = 0.024, 
Figure 1C). Similarly, up-regulation of HSP90B1 in 
HCC tumour tissues was associated with poor overall 
survival grouped by median cut-off 819.24 (mean 
survival time high = 52.85 and low = 45.12 months, 
respectively; log rank P = 0.032, Figure 1D). 

Table 2. HSPs expression levels between tumour issue and non-tumour issue of HCC patients, [Mean±SD / Median (Mini-
mum-Maximum), unit]. 

HSPs HSPs family Tumour tissues Non-tumour tissues P 
HSPH1 HSP70 122.70 (30.09-562.01) 68.61 (14.41-523.58) <0.001 
HSPB6 Small HSPs 13.21 (9.12-54.66) 15.83 (9.95-51.45) <0.001 
HSPA4L HSP70 21.92 (8.85-165.28) 22.72 (9.81-134.87) 0.62 
HSPBP1 HSP70 42.08 (17.02-158.20) 32.25 (16.03-63.22) <0.001 
HSPA12A HSP70 11.88 (8.18-37.46) 11.93 (9.10-50.88) 0.895 
HSPB8 Small HSPs 17.44 (9.26-1743.44) 16.56 (9.40-328.73) 0.168 
HSPB7 Small HSPs 12.73 (9.52-198.27) 13.79 (9.42-52.20) <0.001 
HSPA1A HSP70 1978.667 (319.08-7201.75) 1317.11 (75.95-4639.60) <0.001 
HSPA1B HSP70 161.39 (11.23-1551.73) 77.19 (11.86-1134.17) <0.001 
HSPA1L HSP70 14.64 (10.50-50.98) 13.30 (9.76-24.23) <0.001 
HSPA2 HSP70 28.47 (10.64-1101.85) 20.11 (9.77-168.25) <0.001 
HSPA4 HSP70 163.63 (33.78-557.95) 67.03 (17.36-191.30) <0.001 
HSPA5 HSP70 3186.59 (629.95-7980.99) 1976.33 (68.30-4980.05) <0.001 
HSPA6 HSP70 21.70 (10.12-204.35) 34.14 (11.75-320.93) <0.001 
HSPA8 HSP70 2826.45±1132.50 1794.61±726.08 <0.001 
HSPA9 GRP75 228.63 (20.46-803.17) 170.49 (13.74-262.98) <0.001 
HSPB2 Small HSPs 12.96 (8.44-90.53) 15.21 (9.18-43.48) <0.001 
HSP90AA1 HSP90 1940.99 (228.72-5086.35) 1128.81 (33.42-2579.93) <0.001 
HSP90AB1 HSP90 832.94 (94.56-3305.60) 348.03 (15.04-992.15) <0.001 
HSPA14 HSP70 80.45 (12.10-265.52) 32.32 (13.82-85.22) <0.001 
HSPB11 Small HSPs 132.74 (27.93-1246.39) 80.67 (16.56-158.26) <0.001 
HSPA13 HSP70 50.59 (14.50-340.89) 20.59 (10.28-76.52) <0.001 
HSP90B1 HSP90 819.24 (115.46-2409.27) 584.01 (48.40-1164.86) <0.001 
HSPBAP1 Small HSPs 49.33 (12.29-167.42) 38.68 (14.79-100.58) <0.001 
HSPB3 Small HSPs 11.30 (8.53-115.97) 12.03 (9.23-47.80) <0.001 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Overall survival analysis of HBV-related 
HCC patients of (A) BCLC staging, (B) cirrhosis, 
(C) HSPA12A with a 11.88 cut-off, and (D) 
HSP90B1 with a 819.24 cut-off by Kaplan-Meier 
survival method. 
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Factors associated with recurrence of HCC 
Table 4 summarises the results from the uni-

variate and multivariate regression analyses of risk 
factors associated with recurrence of HCC in patients. 
Male sex, main tumour size greater than 5 cm, cirrho-
sis, TNM staging, BCLC staging, CLIP staging and 
tumour tissue HSPs (HSPH1, HSPA4L, HSPA4, 
HSPA5, HSPA6 and HSP90B1) were all factors asso-
ciated with recurrence of HCC (all P < 0.10). Fur-
thermore, multivariate analysis using forward selec-
tion showed that high BCLC staging was a risk factor 
associated with relatively earlier recurrence of HCC in 
patients (HR = 1.797, 95% CI = 1.439–2.244, P < 0.001). 
Interestingly, HSP70 family members including 
HSPA4, HSPA5 and HSPA6 were significantly asso-
ciated with HCC recurrence (HR = 1.002, 95% CI = 
1.000–1.004, P = 0.019; HR = 1.0, 95% CI = 1.0–1.0, P = 
0.046 and HR = 1.008, 95% CI = 1.001–1.015, P = 0.021, 
respectively). 

Discussion 
HSPs are a set of highly conserved proteins 

whose expression is induced in response to an-
ti-cancer chemotherapy, thus allowing the cell to sur-
vive to lethal conditions. Cancer cells experience high 
levels of proteotoxic stress and rely upon 

stress-response pathways for survival and prolifera-
tion, thereby becoming dependent on proteins such as 
stress-inducible HSPs. The major HSPs in mammalian 
cells have been classified into four main families ac-
cording to their molecular weight: HSP90, HSP70, 
HSP60 and small HSPs (15–30 kDa) which includes 
HSP27. 

In our analysis, even though HSPA4L (heat 
shock 70 kDa protein 4L), HSPA12A (heat shock 70 
kDa protein 12A) and HSPB8 (HSP22) were similarly 
expressed in both tumour and non-tumour tissues of 
HCC patients, most of the HSPs including HSP60 
(HSPA14), HSP70 (HSPH1, HSPBP1, HSPA1A, 
HSPA1B, HSPA1L, HSPA2, HSPA4, HSPA5, HSPA8, 
HSPA9, HSPA13), HSP90 (HSP90AA1, HSP90AB1, 
HSP90B1) and small HSPs (HSPB11, HSPBAP1) were 
expressed at higher levels in HCC tumour tissues. 
Increased HSP expression in tumour tissues is a 
common phenomenon and the potential reasons for 
this have been summarised elsewhere [15]. However, 
most small HSPs (HSPB2, HSPB3, HSPB6, HSPB7) 
and HSPA6 were upregulated in HCC non-tumour 
tissues. Univariate and multivariate regression anal-
yses showed that HSPA6 was a risk factor for HCC 
recurrence, which warrants further research. 

  

Table 3. Cox regression analysis of risk factors associated with survival of HCC patients. 

Covariates Univariate analysis, HR (95%CI) P Multivariate Analysis, HR (95% CI) P 
Main tumour size (>5 cm vs. <5 cm) 1.969 (1.279-3.032) 0.002   
Multinodular (yes vs. no) 1.693 (1.047-2.738) 0.032   
Cirrhosis (yes vs. no) 4.576 (1.125-18.613) 0.034 5.282 (1.294-21.555) 0.02 
TNM staging, per increase of 1 level 2.263 (1.704-3.004) <0.001   
BCLC staging, per increase of 1 level 2.143 (1.688-2.722) <0.001 2.151 (1.682-2.75) <0.001 
CLIP staging, per increase of 1 level 1.901 (1.536-2.353) <0.001   
AFP (>300ng/ml vs. <300ng/ml) 1.598 (1.041-2.455) 0.032   
HSPA12A, per increase of 1 unit 1.038 (1.002-1.076) 0.036 1.042 (1.003-1.082) 0.033 
HSPA1A, per increase of 1 unit 1.0 (1.0-1.0) 0.065   
HSPA1B, per increase of 1 unit 1.001 (1.0-1.002) 0.01   
HSPA5, per increase of 1 unit 1.0 (1.0-1.0) 0.001   
HSP90AB1, per increase of 1 unit 1.0 (1.0-1.001) 0.061   
HSPA14, per increase of 1 unit 1.005 (1.001-1.009) 0.018   
HSPB11, per increase of 1 unit 1.001 (1.0-1.003) 0.078   
HSP90B1, per increase of 1 unit 1.001 (1.0-1.001) 0.009 1.001 (1.0-1.001) 0.011 

Table 4. Cox regression analysis of risk factors associated with recurrence of HCC patients. 

Covariates Univariate analysis, HR (95%CI) P value Multivariate Analysis, HR (95% CI) P value 
Gender (male vs. female) 2.15 (1.125-4.109) 0.021   
Main tumour size (>5 cm vs. <5 cm) 1.414 (0.977-2.044) 0.066   
Cirrhosis (yes vs. no) 2.169 (0.954-4.93) 0.065   
TNM staging, per increase of 1 level 1.765 (1.401-2.223) <0.001   
BCLC staging, per increase of 1 level 1.791 (1.45-2.212) <0.001 1.797 (1.439-2.244) <0.001 
CLIP staging, per increase of 1 level 1.461 (1.216-1.757) <0.001   
HSPH1, per increase of 1 unit 1.002 (1.0-1.004) 0.065   
HSPA4L, per increase of 1 unit 1.006 (1.0-1.012) 0.068   
HSPA4, per increase of 1 unit 1.002 (1.0-1.003) 0.085 1.002 (1.0-1.004) 0.019 
HSPA5, per increase of 1 unit 1.0 (1.0-1.0) 0.008 1.0 (1.0-1.0) 0.046 
HSPA6, per increase of 1 unit 1.007 (1.0-1.014) 0.055 1.008 (1.001-1.015) 0.021 
HSP90B1, per increase of 1 unit 1.0 (1.0-1.001) 0.041   
HR, hazard ratios; CI, confidence interval. 
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Our data demonstrated that the overexpression 
of HSPA12A in HCC tumour tissues was significantly 
related to poor survival of HCC patients. HSPA12A is 
a novel and atypical member of the HSP70 family in 
animals. Its effects are diverse and there have been 
reported involvement in atherosclerotic lesion de-
velopment in mice [17], mediation of immune re-
sponses and environmental stress in mussels [18], 
association with muscular function in Japanese black 
cattle [19] and the development of mouse palates 
through participating in the stress-response process 
and/or the antiapoptosis process [20]. It has been re-
ported that HSP70 could serve as a molecular marker 
for early HCC [21, 22]. For instance, Chuma et al. [23] 
compared the expression profiles between seven early 
components and seven progressed components of 
nodule-in-nodule-type HCCs and their corresponding 
noncancerous liver tissues. Of the 95 genes, the most 
abundantly upregulated gene in early HCC compo-
nents was HSP70. Further immunohistochemical 
examination of HSP70 revealed its significant over-
expression in early HCC compared with precancerous 
lesions and also in progressed HCC compared with 
early HCC. Hence, HSPA12A could be a candidate for 
a novel biomarker for HCC. We report that HSPA12A 
was similarly expressed both in HCC tumour and 
non-tumour tissues and further research should focus 
on understanding the mechanisms by which 
HSPA12A influences HCC pathogenesis and pro-
gression. 

As a member of the HSP90 family (also known as 
GRP94 and gp96), HSP90B1 is associated with cancer 
metastasis and decreased survival and thus consti-
tutes a relevant therapeutic target in various types of 
cancer [24-26]. Being one of the proteins residents in 
the endoplasmic reticulum, the immunological prop-
erties of HSP90B1, as well as the cytosolic proteins 
HSP70 and HSP90, have been studied intensively. A 
series of animal studies [27, 28] documented that 
HSP90B1 purified from tumours was able to initiate 
efficient tumour specific cytotoxic T-lymphocytic re-
sponses. Moreover, HSP90B1 works in both prophy-
lactic and therapeutic protocols. Meanwhile, an au-
tologous HSP90B1 vaccine treatment seems to be a 
well-tolerated therapeutic option [29,30]. Experiments 
revealed that HSP90B1 and HSP70 were equally im-
munogenic and considerably superior to HSP90, the 
cytoplasmic analogue of HSP90B1 [31]. Meng et al. 
[32,33] reported the identification of a HBV-specific, 
HLA class I-specific peptide bound to HSP90B1 in 
HCC patients, indicating its possible role in immu-
nogenicity of HBV-induced HCC patients. A study by 
Tanaka et al. [34] showed that HSP90B1 was prefer-
entially accumulated in the nuclei of HCC cells and 
implied its effect on tumorigenicity. With an experi-

ment aimed to test the correlation between HSP90B1 
expression level and HBV-induced disease progres-
sion, Zhu et al. [35] found that the extent of elevated 
HSP90B1 expression was higher in HCC patients, 
lower in chronic HBV infection and was of medium 
expression in cirrhosis patients. Moreover, Lim et al. 
[6] performed a study revealing that there was a posi-
tive correlation between the expression of HSP90B1 
and prognostic factors of HCC. Specifically, the ex-
pression of HSP90B1 was associated significantly with 
vascular invasion and intrahepatic metastasis. In our 
analysis, HSP90B1 showed significant correlation 
with HCC survival; thus, the potential for using 
HSP90B1 in HCC diagnostics and therapeutics war-
rants investigation. 

Upregulation of HSP70 protein in HCC may be 
functionally related to tumour progression. However, 
it is of great importance to further define the subtypes 
of HSP70, which may also be used as a novel diag-
nostic and prognostic marker for HCC. In our study, 
HSPA4, HSPA5 and HSPA6 overexpression signifi-
cantly associated with recurrence of HCC. HSPA4 
was overexpressed in as many as 78% of HCC tumour 
tissues. Because no relationship has previously been 
shown between HSPA4 and tumour metastasis or 
transformation, it is intriguing that siRNA mediated 
repression of HSPA4 has been reported to cause a 
significant decrease in in vitro migration, invasion and 
transformation activity [36,37], which supports our 
observation. It is well known that HSPA5 promotes 
the invasion of HCC, is associated with poor survival 
of HBV-related HCC patients and is a potential target 
for inhibiting the invasion of HCC cells [6,38,39], 
which are also consistent with our analyses. Despite 
being a member of the HSP70 family, few studies 
have evaluated the role of HSPA6 in HCC patients. 
Intriguingly, our results showed that HSPA6, over-
expressed in HCC non-tumour tissues, may be a po-
tential biomarker in predicting the recurrence of HCC, 
although further research is required. Phylogenetic 
analysis indicated that the HSPA6 protein sequence 
was closely related to HSP72, another major inducible 
human HSP70. The roles of HSP70 and HSP72 in HCC 
have been evaluated intensively [6, 7, 11, 40], but our 
results suggest that further approaches should be 
taken to consider the role of HSPA6 in the progression 
of HCC. We have demonstrated some strong associa-
tions, which indicate that further studies looking at 
potential mechanisms are required. 

Of the clinical parameters investigated, we 
showed that advanced BCLC staging and a history of 
cirrhosis are risk factors for HCC patient-related 
mortality, and that advanced BCLC staging is also 
significantly associated with recurrence of HCC, 
which is in keeping with previous reports [13,41,42]. 
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Moreover, BCLC staging also contributed to relatively 
earlier recurrence of early-stage HCC patients. Hence, 
clinical oncologists should consider evaluating the 
role of BCLC staging when forming prognoses for 
early-stage HCC patients. It has been reported that 
patients with cirrhosis are at the highest risk for de-
veloping HCC and that this is associated with poor 
survival [3,43], which is in keeping with our findings. 

This study has two main limitations: First, this 
study was based on data from a national data bank, 
and no direct first-hand data were available. Second, 
we included HSP expression as a continuous variable 
in the Cox regression process, therefore the HRs of the 
HSP candidate markers were small. Even with small 
HRs for these HSP sub-families, the results might 
provide insights for further research. 

In conclusion, most HSPs are more highly ex-
pressed in tumour than non-tumour tissues. The 
overexpression of HSPA12A and HSP90B1 should be 
associated with poor survival from HCC, whereas 
higher levels of HSPA4, HSPA5 and HSPA6 might 
relate to earlier recurrence of HCC. Further research 
could evaluate the utility of these HSPs in HCC pre-
vention, therapeutics and prognostics. 
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